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Abstract: Chess is one of the oldest and consistently popular games in human history. The same
is reflected in computing history, with attempts getting better and better at developing machines
that can play the game. However, most of the academic literature centers around more complex
solutions than simple Reinforcement Learning. Therefore, this research reduces the scope and
complexity, aiming to explore the ability of Reinforcement Learning algorithms, Q Learning
specifically, to learn how to checkmate in a winning endgame scenario. This paper shows that
a Q Learning agent can yield results that are worse, but comparable to more advanced chess
engines in the well-known endgames of King and Queen, King and Rook and King and Two
Bishops.

1 Introduction

Chess is a strategy board game played by two play-
ers, typically using white and black pieces respec-
tively, with a relatively simple set of rules that com-
bine to form complex strategies and an immense
number of possible states. It is considered an ab-
stract strategy game with no hidden information,
since, as the name suggests, it is a game of strat-
egy involving little to no narrative theme, taking
place in a system which is perfectly known at ev-
ery step by both players involved (“Chess”, 2022).
While it is considered an ancient board game, the
most commonly known form only appeared in the
15th century, with organized competition starting
in the 19th century. It is played on a board with
64 squares in an 8 by 8 grid, with each side having
16 pieces: 8 pawns, 2 knights, 2 bishops, 2 rooks, a
king and a queen. Players take turns, starting with
the player with the white pieces, until either one
player wins or a draw is reached.

There are many types of chess engines out there,
such as Stockfish, AlphaZero, Leela Chess Zero
(e.g. “Engines”, 2022; “Chess Engine”, 2021), all of
which have reached such a level of proficiency that
it has become impossible for humans, even the best
in the world, to defeat them unless skill level lim-
itations are applied to the engines. The first time
a computer beat the top chess player at the time
was in 1997 when Deep Blue managed to defeat

GM Garry Kasparov, after first losing to him in
1996 (“Chess Engine”, 2021). Chess engines have
since become much better and more varied, but one
that has been popular, due to its open source na-
ture, and very performant, with how many engine
competitions it managed to win (“Tournament Re-
sults”, 2022), is Stockfish (Romstad, 2011). There-
fore, Stockfish was chosen as the engine against
which the training was performed. This is to en-
sure that the agent being trained is able to per-
form properly even against an opponent who plays
optimally, requiring it to also play optimally as a
consequence in order to win.

Chess Endgames are a subset of possible posi-
tions in chess, in which the outcome can be de-
termined through optimal play. Over time, opti-
mal play has been expanded upon, new strate-
gies developed, and so the positions that can be
considered endgames have also expanded accord-
ingly (e.g. Müller and Lamprecht, 2001; Dvoretsky,
2020). However, for the purpose of this research,
only three of the simple, well-known endgames were
chosen: King and Queen, King and Rook, and King
and Two Bishops. As the names suggest, these
endgames only have a few pieces left on the board:
the ones in the name for one player, and the king
for the other. These endgames have a few advan-
tages, which is why they were chosen. First, the
winning side has a clear advantage without the need
for pawn promotion or complex sacrifices. Second,
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when people are taught how to play solve these
endgames, the simplest approach is using some
rules of thumb for each, which, even if not the most
efficient in some situations, always lead to a forced
win.
Reinforcement Learning is a category of algo-

rithms that is widely popular as a way to create
artificial intelligence capable of, among other pur-
poses, learning to play games, with many books
written on the subject (e.g. Busoniu, 2010; Sutton
and Barto, 2018; Plaat, 2020). In short, the aim of
these algorithms is to create an agent able to map
actions to numerical reward values, in order to max-
imize said rewards when interacting with its envi-
ronment (Sutton and Barto, 2018). Through trial
and error, the agent learns to approximate what
reward it is going to get, not just at the time of
choosing an action, but also what rewards are pos-
sible as future consequences of the current decision.
For this research, a slightly modified version of the
Q Learning algorithm was used, mostly due to its
popularity and ease of applicability. Using this al-
gorithm, the agent learns to directly approximate
the reward it is able to get by taking action a (a
chess move) at state s (the placement of the pieces
on the board), usually referred to as Q(s, a).

With all of that in mind, this research will try
to answer the following questions: Can a simple
approach to Q Learning be used for solving chess
endgames? If so, which reward functions work best
and is that performance consistent across all of the
chosen endgames?
As this paper will show, the Q Learning agent

can learn to solve different endgames in a relatively
short amount of training time (5000 matches), but
the results deteriorate as the agent’s advantage is
smaller and as the number of the moves required to
win increases. In some rare cases, the Q Learning
agent actually reaches solutions in a lower number
of moves than Stockfish at default settings, and for
one position it managed to learn how to solve it
even when the Stockfish agent reached a draw by
repetition.

2 System Description

The system was designed in the python program-
ming language with a modular approach in mind.
It features both a Graphical User Interface (GUI)

Algorithm 2.1 Main loop

Require: agent white, agent black, board initial-
ized
while not DesiredEnd do
active agent ⇐ agent white
if board.side to move = black then
active agent ⇐ agent black

end if
move ⇐ active agent.findNextMove
board.push(move)

end while

and a command-line version (code: Boar, 2022).
The former was used in the initial development of
the reward functions and in the validation of re-
sults by observing the agent(s) playing, while the
latter was used for data collection. The core loop of
the program is to ask, at each time step, the agent
whose turn it is, to choose a move to make, change
the state of the board, and repeat until a desirable
end state is found (Algorithm 2.1). To facilitate this
process, the python-chess (Fiekas, 2022) library was
used. For the Stockfish evaluation and finding of the
moves for the Stockfish agent, the stockfish library
was used in connection with the Ubuntu version of
the Stockfish engine (Romstad, 2011) using default
settings.

2.1 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning consists of agents learning
to perform a task through interaction with their
environment. Typically, Markov decision processes
(MDPs) are used as a formal way to model Re-
inforcement Learning, since the problems typically
solved by RL have the Markov property: ”the next
state depends only on the current state and the ac-
tions available in it (no memory of previous states
or other information is necessary)” (Plaat, 2020).
MDPs are a 5-tuple in the form of (S, A, P, R, γ).
In order, these are: the possible states, the pos-
sible actions, the probability of a specific action
being taken in a given state and at a given time
step, the reward obtained after the state transi-
tion caused by taking an action, and the discount
factor for future rewards. While RL generally in-
volves policy functions and value functions, in this
research the relevant one is specifically the action-
value function used in Q Learning. Typically noted
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Q(s, a), but, more precisely, Qπ(s, a), it refers to
the value of taking action a in state s while under
policy π. However, Q Learning is considered to be
off-policy learning, since it learns from backups of
the best action that can be taken after the current
action is taken instead of the actual action that
will be taken, so the notation can again be reduced
to Q(s, a). The following subsections will introduce
both how this value is calculated and the ϵ-greedy
approach to the best action after the current one.

2.2 Q Learning

Q Learning was first introduced by Watkins (1989)
and is a model-free off-policy RL algorithm. It
is model-free because it learns its value function
through direct observations without needing an in-
termediate model of transition probabilities (Plaat,
2020). As already mentioned, it is also considered
off-policy since it uses a greedy approach to the fu-
ture move it uses when updating its value instead
of having a specific policy to decide it. At any time
step t, the agent is in state st and the action it
chooses is at. Therefore, the action-value function
is represented asQ(st, at). This value is updated ev-
ery time the agent interacts with the environment,
using equation 2.1.

Qnew(st, at) = Q(st, at)︸ ︷︷ ︸
old value

+ α︸︷︷︸
learning rate

∗

temporal difference︷ ︸︸ ︷
( rt︸︷︷︸
reward

+ γ︸︷︷︸
discount factor

∗max
a

Q(st+1, a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
est. future value︸ ︷︷ ︸

new value (temporal difference target)

−Q(st, at)︸ ︷︷ ︸
old value

)

(2.1)
A learning rate α is used to limit the influence of

a single move on the learning process of the agent,
and a discount factor γ is used to determine how
influential estimations of future rewards are. Con-
sidering that in the case of chess endgames the se-
quence of moves to mate is more important than
individual moves, small values were chosen for α
(close to 0) and high for γ (close to 1). Finally, the
last element is rt, the reward that the agent re-
ceives by making move at in state st. In this way,
Q Learning collects all available information from
the moves the agent already made, and evaluates it
as if a greedy policy was used, until the evaluation

Figure 2.1: The position description part of the
FEN of this position is 8/8/1K6/8/3k4/7Q/8/8,
and the key of the Q table for the best move is
True8/8/1K6/8/3k4/7Q/8/8h3f3, for the white
queen moving to f3

stabilizes around the value of the reward obtained
over time by choosing any specific action.

The Q Learning agents are split into different ver-
sions, to ease data collection and separation, how-
ever they share most of their functionality. The
differences are the reward functions and the ex-
ploration rate, both of which will be discussed in
further detail in their own subsection. The agent’s
learning and decision-making is based on a table of
estimates of state-action pairs which updates every
time the agent makes a move, as described above.
This state-action pair evaluation will henceforth be
referred to either as a Q estimate or the Q table,
whichever appropriate for the context. An exam-
ple of the representation of a state and a possible
state-action pair can be found in Figure 2.1.

2.3 Least Best Move

An element essential to the agent truly learning the
best sequence of moves is the part of the Q Learn-
ing equation which learns the best move at the next
time step, after the current move is executed. How-
ever, in chess, no agent acts multiple times in a
row. That has two important implications: firstly,
any position reached after a move is made in the
current position is impossible as a next state, since
the opponent also needs to make a move. Secondly,
the agent needs to assume that the opponent will
make the best move available, whether or not it ac-
tually will, otherwise it cannot be stated that it is
actually learning to play correctly. Therefore, the
estimate of future value in the Q Learning equa-
tion changes like so (2.2). It finds the best move it
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knows it can do after each of the opponent’s moves,
and then choosing the minimal Q estimation among
them, signifying the opponent playing optimally.

min
b

(

best move after opp. move︷ ︸︸ ︷
max

a
(Q(st+2︸︷︷︸

(a)

, ab︸︷︷︸
(b)

)) )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
least best move after opponent’s possible moves

(a) - State after both agent and opponent move

(b) - Agent’s moves after opponent moves
(2.2)

2.4 Reward Functions

There are two main reward functions that were ex-
plored in order to try to find both the best ap-
proach and the minimum complexity needed in or-
der to still achieve a desirable result. While the re-
ward function itself changes between approaches,
two elements remain constant. Firstly, all rewards
are relative to the previously given reward. This is
because the goal is to incentivize the agent to al-
ways improve its position. This is necessary since,
through the setup of the experiment, the agent is
always at an advantage, which it needs to increase
until it eventually wins. Secondly, the win reward
is divided by the number of moves it took the agent
to reach the winning position. While this deviates
from the approach of letting each move, and, there-
fore, series of moves to count for itself regardless of
the starting position, it is also a way to prevent the
agent from learning a completely inefficient line,
either at the start and then repeating it, or after
it already has learned a better solution, to be re-
warded highly for worsening it.
The first reward function that was attempted is

based on the Stockfish evaluation of the position.
The version of the Stockfish agent this system was
run on returned either a value up to around 6000 for
how good the position is for white (or the negative
of the value if it is in black’s favor) or the number of
moves in which a forced mate can be achieved. The
advantage value was normalized heavily to range
between 0 and 0.3 because not having a forced mate
available in the types of endgames that were ex-
plored is considered a very bad situation, so the
reward needs to reflect it. The number of moves to
mate was normalized inversely such that 20 moves

to mate would yield a reward of 0, while 0 would
yield a value of 2. This value is then squared and
a 1 added to it, to represent how even the worst
situation of the sort is still better than not having
a forced mate. Finally, regardless of the initial pro-
cessing of the evaluation, the reward is then multi-
plied by 10 and squared, such that the differences
of evaluation differ on an exponential scale. The
mathematical form can be found in equation 2.3.
Therefore, even after subtracting the previous re-
ward, going from a mate in 3 to a mate in 2 will
still be considered better than going from mate in
8 to mate in 7, since the agent is closer to the goal
of delivering check mate.

rew. =



rew., if stalemate, repetition

WIN

nrMoves
, if white checkmate

(
eval

20000
∗ 10)2 ∗ sign, if not mate in x

(1 + (
20− |eval|

10
)2 ∗ 10)2 ∗ sign

rew. - Reward

LOSE - Lose reward, set to -10000

WIN - Win reward, set to 10000

nrMoves - Number of moves required to win

eval - Value of the Stockfish evaluation

sign - Positive for white, negative for black
(2.3)

The second reward function is based on a heuris-
tic similar to how people are usually taught to solve
these kind of endgames in real life. It is comprised
of two elements: how restricted the area around the
enemy king is and how far apart the kings are. By
minimizing both elements of the position, the agent
eventually reaches a state in which one more move
is enough to deliver check mate. The available area
for the enemy king is calculated using a simple maze
filling algorithm in which all of the neighbors of the
king are visited, and the neighbors of the visited
squares and so on, as long as they are not attacked
or occupied by enemy pieces. This is necessary, in-
stead of only counting the neighbors and/or posi-
tioning of the king, because there are certain posi-
tions in which the agent needs to let the opposing
king move back and forth, while bringing its own
king forward. In those cases, the value of the enemy
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king restriction remains the same, contributing the
same amount to the reward, while still considering
moves that bring the king closer as better. This is
simpler and more efficient than the alternative of
needing to balance which of these two factors is
more important, something that changes in terms
of the current position regardless. The amount of
available space around the enemy king and the dis-
tance between kings is subtracted from an exagger-
ated worst case scenario of 63 area and 7 distance.
Then, that value is squared, for the same reason as
for the Stockfish reward function, and then divided
by 10 in order to limit the possible reward to under
500. The mathematical notation can be found in
equation 2.4.

rew. =


LOSE, if stalemate, repetition

WIN

nrMoves
, if white checkmate

((7 + 63)− (distance + section))2

10

rew. - Reward

LOSE - Lose reward, set to -10000

WIN - Win reward, set to 10000

distance - King moves distance between kings

section - Squares in opposing king’s section
(2.4)

In both cases, winning yielded a reward of 10000
divided by the amount of full moves (both agents
have moved) to get the results, while drawing,
whether by stalemate or repetition, yielded a re-
ward of -10000.

2.5 Exploration

In order to allow the agent to have a chance to im-
prove on suboptimal solutions that are still consid-
ered good, it also has a chance to explore instead
of always just choosing the least best move. This
turns the approach from a greedy one to ϵ-greedy,
where ϵ is the chance for the agent to explore. This
is more relevant with the heuristic reward function
than the Stockfish one, since, in theory, one cannot
improve a mate in 4 position to a mate in 2 position
without the opponent making a mistake. Even so,
the winning reward and, in general, the least best
move learning factor could, even in the case of the

Stockfish reward function, be improved by explo-
ration, at least in a small number of situations.

Two exploration strategies were explored. The
first, and simplest, is a static exploration rate (ϵ)
every time the agent chooses a move to do. How-
ever, the cost of this simplicity is that the expected
win percentage over time plateau is absolute, and
based on the amount of moves needed to win. The
more moves needed to win, the more times the ex-
ploration can occur per match, leading to a statis-
tical limit to the win percentage of the agent, even
if it were ran for an infinite amount of time with
the perfect solution.

Knowing the unfavorable expectation of the
static exploration rate, the second strategy that
was studied is that of a decaying exploration rate.
The intent is to start from a static exploration rate,
which eventually decays after the agent starts win-
ning. While this, on its own, would seem to reduce
the agent’s ability to improve on suboptimal solu-
tions after a certain amount of wins, in practice this
is not much of a concern. The reason for it is that,
even with a small learning rate, if the Q estimation
keeps increasing every time, it will eventually reach
a point when there is no possible reward that would
be enough to make the new move have a higher
estimation, therefore having it be chosen over the
previous move. This would require the agent to ex-
plore in the exact same state and randomly choose
the exact same move many times over, which, un-
less running for an infinite amount of time, is simply
not practical. With that said, the decay rate should
still be relatively low in the beginning, when explo-
ration can still make a reasonable difference, and
only truly approach and reach 0 after many wins.
The solution proposed for this is dividing the static
exploration rate by an exponential function based
on the number of wins the agent has accrued dur-
ing the run. Two such functions were studied, one
being the powers of 1.1 and the other the powers
of 1.01, as it was considered enough to see if this
effect actually helped and is worthwhile to explore
further. In both cases, the exploration is not ex-
pected to change much within the first dozen wins,
but to eventually approach 0, allowing the win per-
centage over time to approach 100%.
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2.6 Data Gathering And Processing

In order to expand on the number of positions
tested, 10 starting positions were generated for each
of the 3 endgames: King and Queen, King and Rook
and King and Bishops (also referred to as King and
Bishops for simplicity). The only restrictions on the
generation of these positions was that pieces can-
not be neighbors in any direction and that the po-
sition must be valid. Two main metrics were ana-
lyzed: win percentage over time and the number of
moves necessary in order to win, relative to Stock-
fish. The first metric measures how quickly the
agent learns and how well it manages to retain that
knowledge, while the second measures the actual
quality of the solution found. However, the system
itself collects a lot more data, both for validation
and demonstration purposes. For each experimen-
tal setup, meaning agent version, hyperparameters
and endgame combination that was studied, the
agent was trained over batches of 10 runs of 5000
matches each. The exception is the initial hyperpa-
rameter comparison which was over 10000 matches.
This, as will be shown later, proved to be needlessly
long, so it was reduced to 5000. The results of the 10
runs are compiled together, and, in the cases where
more setups were combined, the same process was
applied between the compilations of the setups. A
compilation in this context refers to averaging re-
sults such as the win percentage, and concatenating
results such as the moves to win. All of the experi-
ments were run with Stockfish as the opponent, as
this provided an informed opponent against which
to properly be able to tell if the Q Learning agent
was actually learning to play optimally.

For each run, three files are generated: a .csv of
the results, a .json of the Q table of the agent, and a
.txt file of the logs generated by the agent. The re-
sults csv contains, for each match: the total games
won, the percentage of games won, the moves to
win (or -1 if the agent did not) and the total moves
of the match regardless of winning. Lines 1 and 4
were only used for validation of lines 2 and 3. The
json of the agent simply contains the json parsing of
the dictionary representing the Q table, which can
be used with the GUI in order to visually validate
the solution learned by the agent and for demon-
stration purposes of the trained agent. In theory, it
can also be used to compile the acquired knowledge
of many agents, but it is not something that was

explored in this study. Lastly, the log file contains
the hyperparameters, starting FEN, the moves re-
quired by Stockfish to win from the position, and
then information on each match. The number of
moves required by Stockfish to win is generated at
the start of the run by making both the white and
black agent play the moves that Stockfish recom-
mends and retreiving the fullmove number from the
python-chess board. For each match, two lines are
generated: one containing the match number, num-
ber of moves to end the match and the current win
percentage, and the other listing the reason for end-
ing the match. Again, this information was used for
validation of the results.

For each batch, an additional log is generated
and the results are compiled. The log contains the
fen file that was used for the batch, the agents that
played each side, the hyperparameters for the Q
Learning agent, the number of matches and the
number of runs. This is relatively redundant infor-
mation since all batches and runs contain this in-
formation in their respective file name, but, again,
this was used for validation, since the pipeline for
running the system and compiling the results con-
tained several scripts run in sequence. Since there
were multiple points of failure, it was important
that all of this information remain consistent. For
the results csv, all of the initial lines are averaged
over the individual runs, with an additional line in-
serted after the moves to win which replaces any
-1 results with the last known number of moves to
win. Moreover, all of the non -1 results of the moves
to win line were concatenated in an extra line at
the end, which, in turn, is further processed into
a final line containing the moves to win minus the
number of moves it took Stockfish to win in that
position. This means that, in order to generate the
graphs in the results section, only lines 2 and 7 and
the number of moves it took Stockfish to win were
needed.

Finally, one last script took the information out-
lined previously, further compiled together batches
that all fell into one of the categories being com-
pared in the graphs, and plotted, using matplotlib
(Hunter, 2007), a line graph of the move to win per-
centage over the matches played, and a histogram
of the moves to win relative to Stockfish, using den-
sity bins. This results in some of the results aver-
aging over 10 runs, and some over 100 runs, de-
pending on the categories being compared, which
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is indicated in the following section for each exper-
iment.

2.7 Validation

In earlier subsections, it was mentioned that the
GUI is used to validate results. This is only one
of the methods used, and is especially important,
since it eliminates possible counting errors caused
by errors in scripts. However, turning this process
into a manual one takes considerably more time, so
this method was only used for some of the less ex-
pected results, indicated in the next section. The
Q table of the agent after training for the 5000
matches of the run it was part of is loaded into
a skeleton of the Q Learning agent, without the ex-
ploration or the value updating. Then, the agent
is observed playing against Stockfish to essentially
retrace the exact steps it learned are the best and
see how well it actually learned.

For the rest of the results, a script was set up
to simulate the above process, but only to count
again how many moves it would take Stockfish to
win the position and how many it would take each
version of the agent after each of the runs. This was
also used to generate an average of results of only
the runs where the agent reached a solution at all,
to study whether it influences the win percentage
over time. It was also used to generate a table with
the percentage of wins throughout the runs of each
combination of endgame and reward function.

3 Results

As described in the previous section, the primary
results are presented in terms of win percentage
over time and the number of moves required to win,
relative to how many it would take the Stockfish
agent to win. Moreover, some of the results also
split the win percentage over time into two separate
plots, one averaging all of the results, the other only
averaging the results of the runs in which the agent
was able to win. Tables are also provided for both
an overall success rate and two edge cases which
contain interesting results.

3.1 Parameter Sets

Before all of the other results could be gathered, the
most important comparison to make was between
different sets of hyperparameters, in order to figure
out which set would yield the best results (see Fig-
ure 3.1). These hyperparameters are: learning rate
(α), discount factor (γ) and exploration rate (ϵ).
These hyperparameters are noted in the figures be-
low as ALPHA, GAMMA and R respectively. As
mentioned in the previous section, it was expected
that a low learning rate, a high discount factor and
a low exploration rate would be optimal, and that
is also what we see in the graphs. While both sets
[0.05, 0.9, 0.003] and [0.05, 0.95, 0.003] have almost
identical win percentages over time, the latter has
a better distribution of number of wins relative to
Stockfish. In other words, the agent learns just as
fast under both hyperparameter sets, but the solu-
tions it reaches are much better. Therefore, for all
following results, the [0.05, 0.95, 0.003] was used.
Moreover, the results were observed to stabilize by
the 5000 matches mark, so, both for this reason
and to reduce training time to be able to gather
more results within the scope of this research, the
amount of matches was reduced to 5000 per run.

It should be noted that these results were gath-
ered using the Stockfish reward function over only
one starting position. This means that there is a
chance these are not the optimal hyperparameters
for every situation further investigated, however it
was decided, for simplicity, to be used as a ceiling
of performance.

3.2 Exploration Decay Strategies

The next important detail to investigate was which
decaying strategy would work best to reduce the
exploration rate of the agent as it starts winning.
For this purpose, three versions of the agent were
investigated, all based on the Stockfish reward func-
tion: the normal, static version, one where the ex-
ploration rate is divided by the powers of 1.1 and
another by the powers of 1.01. Moreover, the results
were split by the type of endgame studied: King
and Queen, King and Rook, and King and Bishops
(Figure 3.3). The expected results were that the
first endgame would not improve by much, while
the other two would see great improvements. Over-
all, as mentioned in the previous section, the win
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of results of the Q Learning agent with the Stockfish reward function,
static exploration rate, 10 runs over 1 King and Queen position

percentage for all cases where exploration decay is
implemented was expected to eventually approach
100%. It was also expected that the moves to win
relative to Stockfish might worsen due to less ex-
ploration possibly leading to less improvement of
found solutions.

These predictions were not entirely accurate
(see Figure 3.2). Firstly, the win percentage im-
proved for all three endgames, not just two of
them. However, this change only makes the case
of King and Queen reach a solution faster, while
for King and Rook and King and Bishops the im-
provement comes in the elimination of the early
plateau present without decay. The former case al-
most reaches the performance of King and Queen
within 5000 matches. Secondly, the moves to win re-
sults actually improved instead of worsening when
adding exploration decay. While the difference is
minor, it was decided that, while it leads to a worse
win percentage specifically for the King and Bish-

ops scenario, the distribution of the moves to win
results were overall the best for the powers of 1.1
version. Therefore, for the following experiments,
the powers of 1.1 exploration decay strategy was
used. It should be noted that, due to the clutter
of having these many results to compare, the win
percentage plot was not split up to also show only
solved runs and the move to win results were cut
off below 0 since the bars are slim enough as they
are.

3.3 Endgame Performance Compar-
ison

With all of the previous parameters established,
the first comparison performed was between the
performance of the three studied endgames. It was
expected that the performance would decrease be-
tween King and Queen, King and Rook, and King
and Bishops, in this order, due to the increasing
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of results based on the strategy for decaying the exploration rate, split
over the combinations of endgame and strategy when applied to the Stockfish reward function.
Note: the Moves To Win histogram was reduced to the 0-15 range to increase clarity, due to the
low percentage of <0 results and the high number of bars to display

Figure 3.3: Examples in order: King and Queen,
King and Rook, King and Bishops

number of moves required to win in each of these
positions. Even so, it was expected that the the
win percentages of the latter two endgames would
increase when only taking into account the runs
which reached a solution, and that the moves to
win would be mostly distributed around plus 0-5
relative to Stockfish.

Once again, the results prove somewhat surpris-

ing (see Figure 3.4). Firstly, there is very little no-
ticeable difference between the two win percentage
graphs, meaning that the relatively low results of
the latter two endgames is caused by the agent be-
ing slow to learn how to win in those positions,
and not it being dragged down by runs that fail
completely. Even in the case of King and Bishops,
where there is an increase in the solved only graph,
it is still worse off than King and Rook, let alone
King and Queen. Once again, mathematically, the
win percentage of all scenarios will eventually ap-
proach 100% if they find any solution at all, but
that is not visible withing the first 5000 matches
for the latter two endgames.

With that said, the most surprising part of the
results is that there are runs in which the solu-
tion is actually better than that of the Stockfish
agent. Even more interestingly, the best endgame
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of results based on the endgame studied, aggregating over the 4 versions
of the reward functions with 10 runs for each of the 10 positions in each endgame

in terms of achieving better results than Stockfish is
actually King and Bishops, which usually scores the
worst. This had led to investigation and validation
of the results and the agent’s movecounts each run,
since Stockfish was expected to be the most opti-
mal solution possible. Two King and Bishops posi-
tions were removed from the results due to having
such extreme results that they were incomparable
with the other runs of any endgame (see Subsec-
tion 3.5). Even so, the other better than Stockfish
results could still be validated both manually and
through a script.

3.4 Reward Function Comparison

Finally, the last comparison performed was between
the two different reward functions, further split
up between static and decaying exploration rates.
It was expected that the Stockfish reward func-
tion would perform better, but that the heuristic

should yield similar results, especially when only
taking into account the runs that reached a solu-
tion. The decaying exploration versions of the re-
ward functions was also expected to perform better,
and avoid reaching an early plateau within the 5000
matches.

This time, the results were mostly as expected
(see Figure 3.5). However, the heuristic performed,
on average, half as well as the Stockfish reward
function, even when only taking into account runs
that reached a solution. This is most likely since
the heuristic versions did not have time within 5000
matches to account for the loss in win % incurred
by reaching a solution slower than the Stockfish re-
ward versions. This is also backed up by the differ-
ence in performance between the static and decay-
ing versions of the reward function is being much
more visible for the Stockfish reward versions, the
static starting to reach its plateau, while the static
version of the heuristic reward does not.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of results based on the reward function, further split up by static and
decaying exploration rates, aggregated over all endgames.

Table 3.1: Special cases A and B, 2 of the generated King and Bishops positions, runs 1-10.

Stockfish 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Stockfish Static A - 21 - 26 24 19 20 - 22 20 27
Stockfish Decaying A - 25 27 27 23 15 23 23 21 20 22
Heuristic Static A - - - - - - - - - - -
Heuristic Decaying A - - - - - - - - - - -
Stockfish Static B 49 22 20 22 19 - 18 20 27 19 21
Stockfish Decaying B 49 20 22 21 24 13 19 16 23 24 20
Heuristic Static B 49 - - - - - - - - - -
Heuristic Decaying B 49 - - - - - 18 - - 28 -

Table 3.2: Percentage of runs reaching a solution.

King and Queen King and Rook King and Bishops
Stockfish Static 100.0 93.0 82.0
Stockfish Decaying 100.0 100.0 100.0
Heuristic Static 99.0 47.5 5.0
Heuristic Decaying 100.0 58.0 7.0
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3.5 Special Cases And Overall Per-
formance

During validation, two positions of the King and
Bishops endgame stood out as having results so
unexpected that they are incomparable. In Table
3.1 cases A and B are presented, with the number
of moves required for Stockfish to solve the posi-
tion, and the number of moves each of the runs of
the agent took to solve the position during valida-
tion. Case A was interesting because Stockfish was
not able to solve the position at all (stuck in 3 move
repetition), while the Stockfish reward function ver-
sions of the agent were able to solve it. There does
not seem to be a significant difference between the
performance of the static and decaying exploration
rate versions, but the latter seems slightly better.
Case B was interesting because Stockfish required a
large amount of moves to win, while both Stockfish
reward function versions almost consistently solved
the position in half the number of moves. In both
cases, the heuristic reward functions versions did
not manage to solve the positions at all, except two
of the runs of the decaying version for case B. It is
unclear from the results if this is a problem of not
having had enough matches in order to solve it, or if
it would also have strange results like the Stockfish
agent when ran for longer.

Finally, after the amount of unexpected effects
in the graphical results, it was important to also
check numerically how many of the agents in each
of the explored scenarios actually managed to reach
a solution at all. As is shown in Table 3.2, the
same trends appear as with the previous results:
the decaying versions of the reward functions per-
form better than the static ones, and the perfor-
mance drops for the three endgames in the order:
King and Queen, King and Rook, King and Bish-
ops. The only version that managed to solve every
position studied is the Stockfish reward function
with a decaying exploration rate, while the worst
performing were both versions of the heuristic re-
ward function for the King and Bishops endgame.

4 Conclusions

Overall, the agent performed better than expected,
with some exceptions. In the majority of cases, it
managed to find a winning solution to the endgame

position it was presented with, within a reasonable
amount of inefficiency when compared to Stockfish.
The biggest surprise was the Q Learning agent per-
forming better than the Stockfish agent in some
scenarios, especially in the two special cases. After
validation with outside sources (chess.com), it be-
came apparent that the most likely explanation for
this is the default settings that the Stockfish en-
gine was run with. As most modern chess engines,
Stockfish allows for the user to set the rating of
the engine (how good it is), the depth (how many
moves ahead it will evaluate), a timeout, etc. By
changing the Stockfish settings to the highest level
of the engine (25, default 15) and a lower depth
(25, default 15), special cases A and B get solved
in 14, respectively 18 moves. While these results
seem much better than the Q Learning results in
these cases, it should be noted that, since the oppo-
nent played differently, it is impossible to actually
compare these results with the ones from training.
The Q Learning agent would need to be re-trained
against the better version of Stockfish to properly
compare. However, this would mean much longer
training times, unless an efficient caching mecha-
nism was also implemented, since each call to the
Stockfish engine would take much longer. It is un-
clear whether this would also improve the perfor-
mance of the Q Learning agent using the Stockfish
reward function versions of the agent, but it would
have no positive, and even possibly negative, effect
on the heuristic reward function versions.

The place where the Q Learning agent performs
much more poorly than expected is for the heuris-
tic function reward versions playing the King and
Bishops positions. Some performance degradation
was of course expected due to the limiting mechan-
ics on the maximum amount of moves considered
appropriate for the agent to solve positions in, but
reaching 5% and 7% solution rates is much lower
than expected. The obvious fix, then, would be to
modify the reward function such that it allows for
more moves to be made before just improving the
position is considered better than winning in the
currently trained sequence of moves. However, this
would need to be done very carefully since remov-
ing the mechanism completely would most likely
lead to an overall increase in the number of moves
necessary to win compared to Stockfish. A better
solution would be to come up with a better heuris-
tic, such that the agent learns to solve the position
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in fewer moves and with a better strategy. This is,
of course, a much more difficult option.

4.1 Limitations and Future Work

Apart from the improvements suggested above,
there are other areas which could use improvement.
Firstly, as mentioned, some of the results have suf-
fered extreme performance degradation due to the
move limiting mechanism of the reward function.
In theory, the best balance should be to limit the
total number of moves using this mechanism to 50
full moves, since, after that, the game would have
to end due to having passed 50 moves without cap-
turing any pawn. However, this is not applicable
to all types of endgames, specifically those includ-
ing pawns. Even then, the hasty solution of reset-
ting the counter every time a pawn is captured
should also not be implemented without careful
consideration, since the agent might end up de-
veloping strange, inefficient patterns by stumbling
upon cases where capturing a pawn right before
winning gives it a much higher reward. The mech-
anism itself could be removed entirely, of course,
but the likeliest outcome, from studying the sys-
tem during the development and iteration process,
is that, the more the agent is run, the more the
number of moves to win increases. In that case, a
limitation on the number of matches in which the
agent actually trains is recommended as a replace-
ment.
Another limitation is the number of matches per

run being adjusted to the best case scenarios, not
the ones which would have needed more matches to
reach a palteau of performance. However, increas-
ing the number of matches for the 100 runs of ev-
ery category that was compared would have poten-
tially doubled or tripled the training time, which
would have been outside the scope of this research,
but would definitely be important to study in fu-
ture works on the subject. The question whether
the agents which have not reached a solution have
done so due to problems with the reward function
or simply a lack of training time is of particular
importance.
Finally, the Q Learning algorithm was designed

to only train for white to win, even if the over-
all system was planned to be able to handle any
combination of agents, even those training against
one another. Moreover, the heuristic reward func-

tion only works for clearly winning endgames re-
quiring no pawn promotions, and the results were
underwhelming, so a better one entirely would help
with the training of the agent. It would be interest-
ing to expand the algorithm such that white can
also learn to play for a draw if it is at a disad-
vantage, and for black to be able to train as well.
These cases were out of the scope of this research,
as it is an implementation difference rather than a
conceptual one to study and report on, but they
would allow further research on the performance
of Q Learning agents training against one another.
The most interesting goal would be to see if an ad-
versarial mechanism can lead to agents performing
close to those with the Stockfish reward function.
Another obvious avenue of research is, of course,
also expanding to other model-free Reinforcement
Learning algorithms, but they would each proba-
bly require the same amount of effort to explore
the peak performance as for Q Learning, such that
the comparison between the algorithms is fair.
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